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FORTHCOMING HLHS MEETINGS AND EVENTS - WHAT'S IN STORE?
Tue 3rd Dec 2019
'Expanding Heavitree: the story of Regent Square and John J F Ellis’ - Sally
Robinson
Tue 3rd Mar 2020
‘Wonford Village and the Great House' - Joint meeting with Heavitree
Squilometre
Sat 9th May 2020
Northbrook Walk – approx 4.5 miles
Tue 2nd Jun 2020
'150 years of the Higher Cemetery' - Michael Parrott (Friends of Higher
Cemetery)
Sat 4th Jul and 11th Jul 2020
Boundary walk dates – approx 7.5 miles each time, or 15 miles in total
All normal meetings start at 7.30pm and are held in the Rifford Room at
Heavitree Parish Church.

The History of the Ludwell Valley – Laurie Fentimen
At our September meeting, we were treated to a talk on the history of one of
Exeter’s precious green spaces: the Ludwell Valley. Laurie Fentimen, of the group
‘Ludwell Life’, shared what he has found out about the history of the area.
Pre-history:
Ludwell valley is a place people have been drawn to since the Neolithic period.
It has been continually used and occupied for 6,000 or 7,000 years. There is
nowhere else in Devon that can say this.

People used flint and other stones to make tools e.g. blades and scrapers. There
is quite a selection of these in the RAMM ‘Making History’ section.
From the Iron Age onwards, people used the clay for pottery, and the land for
agriculture. A lot of early pottery found on sites elsewhere in Devon has been
shown to have been made from clay from Ludwell Valley. There is no evidence
of kilns in the valley, which suggests that the clay may have been dug up, then
made into pottery elsewhere.
Why is it called Ludwell?
“Ludwell” comes from two Old English words: “hlude", loud, with "hlaw", a hill;
and hence "the loud (or rapid) river by the hill”?
W. G. Hoskins suggested the name
means “loud spring”. There is a
spring, now under the kitchen floor
of Ludwell House. Maybe there was
an old watercourse, fed by the
spring, which Ludwell Lane now
follows, flowing down to join the
Northbrook?
“Hlaw” translates not only as hill but
also mound, especially a barrow.
Was there a prehistoric burial
mound, the haunt of restless
unquiet spirits of the ancestors?
How the Northbrook gave Wonford its name:
The old name for the Northbrook, recorded in a Saxon charter of 937 AD, was
Wynford. This probably derives from the Celtic “gwyn ffrwd”, meaning the
white, fair or holy stream.
“Wynford” changed over time to “Wonford” and this became the name of the
manor of Wonford, which belonged to the Saxon kings, and thence of the
Hundred.
Heavitree, built on the Exeter to London road, gradually became more
important. Wonford had ceased to be a royal manor by the 12th century;
Heavitree is the name the parish has been known by ever since. We can see from
maps that almost all Ludwell was originally within Heavitree Parish, with only a
tiny bit in the Topsham Parish.
Ludwell Lane:
The footpath running up from Ludwell Lane by the side of the Fernleigh
Nurseries rejoins Ludwell Lane and aligns precisely on Heavitree Church. Did it
originally run straight to the church, and the modern alignment is to avoid the
steep slopes?
The northern end of Ludwell Lane disappears under Rydon Lane. This is where

one of the two main local Iron Age encampments was! Could Ludwell Lane have
followed a route used by our Iron Age ancestors over 2,000 years ago to travel
between one of their main settlements and the sacred site marked by the
ancient yew tree which may have given its name to…Heavitree?
1844 Tithe Map:
The map records the name of
every field, its size, whether it
was arable or pasture, who
owned it and who farmed it.
Ludwell Valley was within
Heavitree parish. The vicar
was owed £450 a year; other
lessees another £580. It
would take a craftsman
about 8 years to earn £450 in
the 1840s!
Fields were fairly small,
typically 4 or 5 acres. Unlike
today, most were used for arable crops, with lots of fruit. Most landowners were
men holding a fairly small number of fields, although a few owned larger
holdings, up to 50 fields and over 200 acres. Fields were not necessarily grouped
together into blocks according to ownership – it was more common to own ‘one
here, and one there’.
Rev. William Arundell owned nine fields in the valley, plus another sixteen
elsewhere in the parish. He was 46 when the map was drawn up. By the time of
the 1861 census, if not before, he was the rector of Cheriton Fitzpaine, which is
about 5 miles north of Crediton. He was then 63, his wife, Sarah, only 37. Sarah
in fact was his second wife, whom he married in 1847. They had at least two
children, sons aged 11 and 12, although they were not living at home (maybe
away at boarding school?) The family were pretty well off, having no less than
seven live-in servants: a footman, a groom, garden boy, cook, kitchen maid and
two housemaids. By 1871, times must have become a little harder and they had
only four servants. The two boys had both gone up to Oxford University. Two
years later, William died, aged 75, leaving nearly £12,000 (the equivalent of over
£600,000 today).
Samuel Melhuish, the Rev. Arundell’s tenant farmer, lived in the Abbots and
Pyne area of South Wonford. He was born in 1781 in Cheriton (thus the
connection to his landlord?), so was over 60 at the time the tithe maps were
drawn up. His wife was called Ann, and at the time of the 1841 census, there
were three teenagers living with them, a girl of 18 and two boys, aged 14 and
17, both agricultural labourers. By 1851, aged 70, he was farming and employing

two labourers, William Clement and Arthur Barnicoot, both of whom lived with
the family. His 9 year old grandson Robert was also living with them as was a
female house servant called Ruth Eveleigh. By 1861, things had changed again.
Samuel was widowed, but still head of the household, still farming at the age of
79, employing three men and a boy. Living with him was his 47 year old son
Robert, also a farmer, Robert’s wife Martha, Samuel’s grandson and three granddaughters, the younger two of whom, aged 10 and 14, were at school. This
arrangement continued until 1871, although by then the family included
Samuel’s one year old great grandson, William, and a 16 year old agricultural
labourer called William Philips. Samuel died later that year at the very good age
of 89. The family lived at Pynes Farm.
Pynes Hill Farm:
The farm was on the opposite side of Ludwell Lane to the Fernleigh Nurseries in
the corner of what is now the
Cherry Orchard. It had been
there since at least the 19th
Century, and probably a lot
longer, but was gone by the
1960s, and possibly by the
1940s; there are still signs if
you look carefully enough.
The gateposts of the entrance
to the Cherry Orchard from
Ludwell Lane are solid stone
affairs, very different to the
more modern gateposts used
elsewhere in the park by the
Council. They are in fact the
gateposts of the old farm
entrance. Near the cattle’s
drinking trough you can find
the odd brick or fragment of
floor, all that is left of that
farm.
Francis Hurford of Topsham
leased part of this farm to
Mark White of Hallhayes Farm, Wellington, Somerset in 1932. The lease had
strict conditions: not to break up any permanent pasture; to preserve all the
trees in the Cherry Orchard; maintain the hedges in good condition; keep at least
40 apple trees and currant bushes in the garden; manage the farm “according to
the best rules of husbandry practiced in the neighbourhood”; prevent, as far as

possible, any trespass onto the land; and purchase the farm’s milk round after a
year.
The Snow family were connected with the Ludwell Valley in the early 20th
century. Edgar
and Hilda Snow
were landlords
of the old
Country House
Inn
on
Topsham Road
(and
their
family
had
been landlords
of two other
Heavitree
Brewery pubs:
The Windsor
Castle and the
London
&
South Western
Tavern). They did well there, and in 1920 bought Ridgeway field, and then
Ludwell Gardens in 1928. This was productive arable land – they grew fruits and
vegetables, and it
was also good for
bulb growing. They
developed
a
commercial
business – sending
daffodils and other
flowers for Covent
Garden market in
London, with, it is
said, flowers even
being exported to
Holland! Tulips to
Amsterdam!
The
family only sold
these fields to the
Council in 2019.

The Council and Ludwell:
In the 1920s,
the
council
started buying
up land around
Exeter, first to
re-house
people from
the old West
Quarter and
then after the
war, to replace
houses
destroyed by
enemy
bombing. Most
of the land is
now
the
Rifford Road and the Burnthouse Lane estates. Ludwell Valley was spared,
presumably because the land was too steep, and Wonford Playing Fields because
the land had been used as a tip, and then for dumping some of the rubble from
the wartime bomb damage.
Once the Council took over ownership of fields in the park, they installed tenant
farmers. The last tenant was Bernard “Tiger” Hooper. He was said to be a strongwilled man. He grazed his cattle on the park all year round, which made it a
muddy and smelly experience for walkers, although some field edges were
fenced off for them. He
had a piggery where
the new cherry orchard
has been planted; full
of old railway carriages,
gates and vicious dogs!
When Tiger died in
1998, the Council
decided to take back
the management of the
land in order to have
better control.
In 1983, the Council
took the far-sighted
decision to set up valley

parks in Exeter, so
Ludwell is protected.
In May 2019, the
management of the
Valley
Park
was
transferred from the
City Council over to
Devon Wildlife Trust.
Ludwell Life and Exeter
City
Council
are
working together to
create
a
new
community orchard.
This will turn what is
currently a featureless
field, low in habitat value, into a place for sitting and for picnics, provide a
harvest for local people of fruit (the trees planted are all old Devon varieties),
and also enriched habitat for wildlife. There will be a flat space to hold small
community events too.
There is an old cherry orchard in the park, dating back to 1840, which contains
some trees that are well over a hundred years old. These are being replaced, and
a new cherry orchard was planted and is also being added to every year. The old
hedges in the valley also contain trees that are hundreds of years old, including
pollarded Elms. These are being protected, and hedges that were removed in
the 1920s are being reinstated. Wildflower meadows are being planted and
hopefully this will continue. Ash tree die-back will be a devastating problem for
Ludwell, as well as for the rest of the country, in the future. Vandalism and
pollution is a problem, but despite this, the Panny is still home to hundreds of
creatures: kingfishers, dippers, egrets, ravens, buzzards, sparrowhawks – and
maybe even an otter. One of the objectives is to get people using the Ludwell
Valley Park more – it is such a wonderful green space and I think we could all
benefit from spending some more time there. We will be passing through on our
next ‘Following the Northbrook’ walk in Spring 2020.
By Sally Robinson, with thanks to Laurie and Mrs P & Dr G Richardson for allowing
us to share these wonderful old photographs of the Snow family.

Memories of Top Video and Livery Dole News
You may have noticed that old signs were recently uncovered when work started
on refitting the shop that used to be Dukes Lettings. This sparked an interesting
discussion on the Exeter Memories Facebook page.

Apparently,
Charlie
Rogers
was
the
newsagent
in
1960s: he always
had a pipe or
thick cigar in his
mouth
and
apparently
a
‘nicotine stained
toupee’! Later on,
the shop was
called Langmaid’s
News. The video
shop closed in
1995. At some
point there was ‘The Rainbow Café’ next door, which one member remembers
skiving off school to go to.
The shop was well-placed near both Livery Dole bus stops, so children from
Exeter School and St Margaret’s regularly purchased sweets there. One lady
recalls: ‘I remember going there as a child. They had a cupboard at child height
with the 2 for ½d sweets in’. Another said: ‘I remember running down to there
from Nan and Grandad’s for chocolate’.
It wasn’t just sweets that people used the shop for: ‘I used to be sent there to
pay the paper bill every week and buy my gran her 60 Woodbines, plus get my
deposit back on the Corona bottles’. An NHS worker ‘bought every copy of the
Agatha Christie paperback books there to while-away break times at work’.
Apparently in the mid 70s there was a Players No.6 cigarette machine outside,
selling twenty cigarettes for 20p. Several ex paper boys remembered the shop
fondly, and beware - one still recalls which residents obtained their ‘special
interest’ reading material from there!
Finally, the video shop: a part of our recent history, but already the type of shop
that belongs firmly in the past. One member shared how she was so traumatised
by watching 'When a Stranger Calls' from here in 1984 that she can no longer
watch scary films! Another said: ‘my school friend hired out 'First Blood' from
the video shop here and we watched it back at his house!’ and similarly: ‘we
hired 'Ghost Chase', 'Troll' and 'Dr Who: the Talons of Weng Chiang' in the early
90’s in the beige cases. Drove past it and had instant flash backs.’
We don’t yet know what this premises will be next, but it was very nostalgic to
look back at all the memories associated with it.
Sally Robinson

Polsloe Bridge Walk
This walk was not what
you might not think of
as ‘classic Heavitree’,
but the area covered
was very much part of
the historic Heavitree
Parish, which was a
separate large rural
area on the edge of
Exeter. In Victorian
times,
when
the
boundary was walked,
it covered around
twenty miles. Included
in this were manors
like Whipton, Wonford and Polsloe.
The walk started at one of the oldest buildings in Heavitree – St Katherine’s or
Polsloe Priory.
St Katherine’s Priory
What we saw was part of the
surviving remains of a Benedictine
nunnery founded before 1159 and
dissolved in 1539. It is one of only
three nunneries in Devon and
Cornwall, so a rare local example.
The room that we were in was the
remains of the storage building,
where the goods were kept.
Unusually, this site has undergone
archaeological investigation and
this has revealed a classic plan of a
church and three ranges of twostoreyed buildings grouped around
a cloister courtyard. Among aspects
discovered were kitchens, a
cemetery and a water management
system. The buildings were
substantially rebuilt around 1300.
The nuns were responsible for
damming Heavitree’s river, the

Northbrook, and creating fish ponds up on what is now Mincinglake Valley Park.
Mincinglake means ‘Nun’s Lake’. The ponds were also known as the Greater
Polsloe Pond. After a Bishop’s visit in 1320 he had to remind the nuns to speak
softly; preferably in Latin although not to worry too much about the grammar.
There are stories of licentious behaviour that may or not be true, and the body
of a nun was apparently found walled up in the chimney breast. At the time of
the Priory’s dissolution there were thirteen nuns in residence. Because the
priory was not attached to an abbey, the nuns needed to supplement their
income by accepting paying guests to stay the night – including dignitaries, kings
and queens. They could stay only two nights (unless they fell ill) and the nuns
were very strict with money.
The priory was dissolved in 1538 according to Henry VIII’s decree, and the
buildings were used as a manor house and then for farming until finally
becoming a community centre in 1980.
Green Circle
As we left the Priory we followed a path which was an ancient right of way
between the St Katherine’s and Heavitree Church - a reminder of the importance
of the Parish Church. This footpath is also part of the Exeter Green Circle, a
modern 12 mile walk around Exeter.
Railway and Engine Yards
You couldn’t fail to see the large embankment on the right-hand side as we
followed the footpath and went under the railway bridge. These brought home
the scale of
engineering
required
to
bring
and
maintain the
local railway
system which
very
much
changed and
dominated this
area and has
still left its
mark today.
The
railway
was the second
route to reach
Exeter
from
London. The first - from Paddington, arrived in Exeter in 1844. The railway above
us was part of the Southern Line from Waterloo which reached Exeter Queen

Street (now Exeter Central) in 1860; the first train took 5 hours 10 minutes. We
take the railways for granted today but you can only imagine the impact the
construction made on what would have been a quiet rural area back in the 19 th
century. The original line was single-track but it had been dualled by 1870. The
line was soon developed to take workers into Exeter and there were halts either
side of us: Whipton Bridge Halt (above the bridge over Summer Lane) and Mount
Pleasant Halt (opposite the present Health Centre). These closed in 1923 and
1928 respectively.
It wasn’t merely the railway line. The massive embankments on our right were
part of the Exmouth Junction Engine Sheds (where Morrisons now sits). These
were, with Eastleigh, the largest railway complex on the whole Southern Railway
network outside of London. They were built in 1889 and rebuilt in concrete in
1928. In 1950 there were 123 steam locomotives based here. (Note: Richard
Westlake told the group that his father remembered a night when he counted
over 150 engines there).
As well as the engine sheds, there was an adjacent carriage and wagon repair
works and a nearby concrete works. A study of the records of jobs done by
Whipton people from 1860 to 1920 shows a high proportion of railway workers
including drivers, platelayers, guards, firemen. 430 men were employed in the
sheds in 1926. Artisan’s dwellings were built to house the railway families in the
vicinity as it turned from fields to housing estates. The railway literally
transformed the area.
The depot housed a few diesel locos from 1960 but closed completely in 1963;
the site was later sold. There have been a succession of supermarkets thereon,
and more recently additional housing added.
Allotments
On our way down the ancient path, we passed the Beacon Lane allotments - 16
sites that form part of the Stoke Hill allotment group. This is one of the more
recent allotment sites as previously a railway oil disposal yard was here. The
need for allotments to allow poorer people to grow their own food was
recognised in the 19th century and fully codified in the Small Holdings and
Allotments Act of 1908 and subsequent legislation. The allotments here are
operated by Exeter City Council which has a duty to provide adequate provision.
Queen’s Head Pub
There is a helpful information-board on the outside of the pub that refers to the
word Polsloe being recorded in the Domesday book. It originated from ‘Poll’s
Marsh’ – meaning Poll, the Saxon owner of low-lying ground.
We also learn from the board that Polsloe Bridge Cottages used to stand here,
occupied by workers of the railway yards.
The building now here houses the Queen’s Head which moved from the old West
Quarter of Exeter in 1930. It changed its name to The Railwayman for a few years

a nice nod to
the railway
influence of
the
area.
After closing
the pub has
now
reopened as
The Queen’s
Head;
its
original
name. It has
something of
a chequered
history being
described as
the
‘Shoplifters Arms’ in a 1975 Exeter Crown Court Case and being firebombed
(minor damage only) in 1995. It is now re-established as a popular community
pub.
Polsloe Bridge Station
The 11 mile
branch-line to
Exmouth was
opened
in
1861, but it
was only with
the growth of
housing in the
Polsloe area
that
Polsloe
Bridge
Halt
was opened in
1907.
There
were 20 trains
to Exmouth a
day at that
time. The long
platforms on either side of the two tracks were rebuilt in 1927 using concrete
components cast at the concrete workshop at Exmouth Junction yard. On 4th
February 1973 the line was singled and the platform on the Whipton side was

taken out of use. It and its old stairway are still there although very overgrown.
Around 130,000 passengers a year now use the station.
Decontamination Centre
The
Whipton
Decontamination
Centre was one of
three
major
Centres set up in
Exeter in late
1944/early 1945 to
prepare
to
decontaminate
people if they were
affected
by
chemical
gas
bombs.
The building was
purpose-built in
reinforced
brick
with a flat overhanging concrete roof. Of particular note are the heavy doors. It
consisted of an outside stripping shed, an inside undressing room, a washing or
shower room and a dressing room.
Thankfully the Centre was never used for its intended purpose. For many years
a printer was based here, and then a series of small businesses, before it lay
derelict. Now two businesses have taken it over – Packed Meal Prep and Naill
Martin Fitness – and they should be credited for the information-board that
reveals the hidden secret of the building.
Northbrook
We then got a glimpse of Heavitree’s very own river – The Northbrook or ‘The
Panny’ as it’s often known by locals. Rising near the hill-fort on Stoke Hill, the
river winds its way for around four and a half miles to the River Exe by the
Crematorium. Much of the river is now piped underground but you can see a
good stretch along the side of Hamlin Lane Playing Fields. Heavitree Local History
Society plans to have an annual walk along the river; the first one took place in
May this year.
Hamlin Lane Playing Fields
Here we have another of Heavitree’s green spaces. There are more allotments
here and a series of football pitches now operated by Stoke Hill Football Club.
From a sporting-heritage point-of-view it is probably cycling that is most
associated with the park. After the Second World War, speedway and its
offshoot cycle-speedway became very popular. One of the cycle-speedway

teams that emerged were the Exeter Aces based on Marsh Barton. Formed in
1963 they moved to Hamlin Gardens in the 1970s and while here raced in the
English League between 1974 and 1976. This was the top League in the sport so
big names rode here in the mid seventies. The Aces have now moved back to
Marsh Barton where they ride on the Crofton Wheels Centre, their original home
track.
Still on a cycling theme, the park is also home to the Hamlin Lane Cycle pad. This
provides a real road layout with junctions and roundabouts for children to
practice on their bikes in a traffic-free area. Devon Country Council operates the
facility.
(Note: some on the walk said they knew the area as the JLC Playing fields and
wondered what this stood for).
Higher Cemetery
A good example of Exeter expansionism. With land at a premium in the town
centre, Exeter City Council secured land in Heavitree, then a separate entity, to
build a much-needed cemetery in 1865. Robert Veitch and sons, part of the
famous horticultural family, were employed to landscape the six acre site. A
lodge and two chapels were also built – one for Church of England and the other
for
other
or
‘dissenting’ faiths.
There are memorials
for the two world
wars and an area
dedicated to victims
of the Exeter blitz.
Among
notable
memorials is one by
sculptor Harry Hems
to the 186 people
who lost their lives in
the Exeter Theatre
Fire. It was as a result
of the review into
the fire that stringent safety measures were introduced for theatres around the
world. These included the mandatory use of safety curtains.
Thank you to Martin Weiler for leading another very popular walk, which taught
us more than any of us could have expected!

A Sports Ground in Higher Cemetery?
Does anyone have memories of a small sports ground that existed in what is now
Higher Cemetery, behind Hanover Road & adjacent to Hamlin Lane opposite
Chard Road + Sweetbrier Lane?
Looking at available OS-maps of the area, it seems that the ground was opened
sometime between 1905 and 1932. Friends of Higher Cemetery have told us:
“The ground existed until World War II when it was turned into allotments to aid
the war-effort. In 1948 most of the allotments were cleared for a much-needed
extension to Higher Cemetery”. An Exeter Memories Facebook posting has
revealed that a small number of these allotments to the rear of numbers 1 to 10
Hanover Road remained into the 1970s before these too became a part of the
cemetery.
The plot currently is far from level. What would it have been used for given its
significant gradient? Organised sports events seem unlikely, as does the
possibility that it was used by Heavitree United Football Club, in spite that fact
that we know they played “in various locations in and around Heavitree Park
(Pleasure Ground? – Ed.) until World War II, and moved to Wingfield Park in
around 1950” [Wikipedia]. Could the ground have been used by local schools?
Jonathan Wright

Outpouring of Grief for Heavitree Cholera Victim
Nearly 140 years ago, a highly regarded church building workman from Heavitree
died from ‘a fatal blast of cholera’
leaving a widow and nine young children
in poverty.
Now descendants of Stephen Shute
have supplied the History Society with
information about his life and death.
Shute, who lived in Oakfield Street, was
a skilled builder – a fact recognised by
leading City Sculptor Harry Hems who
led the tributes to him and set up a fund
to help his family.
Hems recalled first meeting Shute: ‘It
was in December 1866 , having come
from London to carve the Albert
Museum, that within an hour of my
arrival I was hard at work there and close
by me, at work also, was poor Shute’.
As Hems built his business, he employed
Shute as his outdoor managing foreman.

‘Worthily he did his duty up to the very time that death seized him’.
Hems described Shute as ‘an art workman in the highest sense of the word’. He
said that the two pulpits in Exeter Cathedral were noble testimonials to his craft.
‘The Devonshire marble forming the base of the choir pulpit is probably the finest
specimen of that particular class of work in the world’.
Just before he died Shute had visited churches in Belgium. On his return he said
“I thought I knew something of church work, but now, after what I have seen in
Flanders, feel that I know nothing. How can the English workman be so blind to
what the foreigner can do?”
Shute was aged just 42 when he died in 1880. Hems made an appeal for donations
to support his family. He reported that early subscriptions had been put to
practical use. ‘A mangle has been bought for the unfortunate widow, and by hardwork and energy she will get a living’.
Stephen was an active participant in Heavitree life. He was a leading member of
the church choir: ‘his capital bass voice was always to be heard there. He never
missed a service’ wrote Hems. He also sang in the Exeter Oratorio Society choir.
Shute was also a prominent member of the Heavitree Working Mens’
Conservative Union and a member of the committee of the United Patriots Sick
and Burial Club.
Newspaper obituaries were full of praise; Shute was described as ‘one of Exeter’s
most intelligent working men’.
His funeral service and burial took place at Whipton Chapel where the Heavitree
choir sang hymns. Various organisations and building trades assembled ‘in strong
force’. Reports said several hundred joined the procession.
Later a marble tablet was erected on the eastern end of the south aisle of
Heavitree Church. It read:
Stephen Shute
13 years a member of the choir of this church
He was:
As a working statuary, singularly skilful
As a foreman, beloved by man and master
As a Christian, humble and sincere
Called away September 3rd 1880, aged 42
This tablet was erected by one in whose service he died,
and who mourns him as a brother.
By Martin Weiler - with many thanks to Stephen Shute’s family for sharing this
piece of Heavitree history with our Society.

Non History Society Events
Alternate Fridays 10-12 - Heavitree Friendly Library - St Michael's Church. All
welcome for books, tea, coffee cake and storytime.
Sat 7th Dec 2019 – Exeter History Society – History Through Song – Jim Causley
Sat 14th Dec 2019 – Parklife – Carols in the Pleasure Ground
Wed 22nd Jan 2020 – Exeter History Society – All day visit to the Northcott Theatre
Web 12th Feb 2020 – Exeter History Society – A Miscellany of Little-Known Facts
About Churches
Sat 14th Mar 2020 – Friends of Higher Cemetery – The Work of the Commonwealth
War Graves Commission
Thurs 8th Apr 2020 – Exeter History Society – Thomas Gregory: The Lifesaver of
Exeter
Sat 25th Apr 2020 – Friends of Higher Cemetery – George Stoker
Sat 16th May 2020 – Friends of Higher Cemetery – The Devonshire Regiment
Wed 17th Jun 2020 – Friends of Higher Cemetery – Harry Hems Connections Walk
Sat 18th Jul 2020 – Friends of Higher Cemetery – Fred Holman
Wed 12th Aug 2020 – Friends of Higher Cemetery – Cathedral and Cathedral Yard
Connections Walk
Wed 2nd Sep 2020 – Friends of Higher Cemetery – The End of WWII – Todd Gray
Sat 10th Oct 2020 – Friends of Higher Cemetery – A History of the Victoria Cross
If you know of any events that you think members might appreciate,
please contact me and I will include them in this section.
This Newsletter was published by the Heavitree Local History Society
Editor: Sally Robinson, 6 Stanwey, Exeter, EX1 3DR
Email: sallykernick2@ yahoo.co.uk
www.heavitreelocalhistorysociety.co.uk

